
SCHOOL IS COOL It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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Q1) The narrator sees eyeballs numbering

A. 6 B. 8 C. 10 D. 12

Q2) Tales in the poem are not 

A. Fantastic B. Weird B. Fine D. Wondrous 

Q3) The girl with the cannibals is

A. Patricia B. Pauline C. Peggy D. Penelope 

Q4) Pants worn by pirates are

A. Green B. Red C. Purple D. Yellow

Q5) The writer mentioned is

A. Beatrix Potter B. Enid Blyton C. Lewis Carroll D. Richmal
Crompton

Q6) An animal not here is

A. Camel B. Elephant C. Lion D. Monkey 

Imagination, Not Idiocy

Suryakumari Dennison, teacher, Aavishkar Academy

In ‘Television’, Roald Dahl amusingly attacks the electronic device of the title. Complete these
statements on the poem (from ‘Treasure Trove’) by choosing correctly.

ANSWERS

1) D. 12 
2) B. Weird 
3) D. Penelope 
4) C. Purple 
5) A. Beatrix Potter 
6) C. Lion

Our first school is very dear to us,
whether we are still a part of it
or not. In school, we make friends,

create memories, learn values and of
course get education. However, I would
not associate my first school with the ac-
ademic school which I attend. In my first
school, I have and will continue to learn
things which no books can teach. In that
school, I took my first steps and spoke
my first words. This school is none oth-
er than my “home.” Just like my aca-
demic school, I had my first teachers -

my parents, who were also my first
friends. Here, I learnt true bonding, true
love, true care, true sacrifice along with
teamwork. Here, even the smallest of cel-
ebrations are carried out with a zestful
attitude, the way we do it in our academic
school with our peers. Every single mo-

ment of dejection is mend-
ed by moments of care and
sometimes even frivolous
jokes.

Varada Shendye, class X, 
SSPM’s Sri Sri Ravishankar

Vidya Mandir, Mumbai

MY FIRST SCHOOL
School days never come back in life and this batch has lost over a year due to the pandemic

A holiday of epic proportions, Down Under 
Iwas all of nine when we travelled to

Australia. It has been one of my most
memorable trips so far. We arrived at

Gold Coast airport and visited the Sea
World, the Dream World and the Movie
World. 
Our next stop was Cairns. I went snorkel-
ing in the Great Barrier Reef. On the ride
in a glass bottom boat, we delightedly
saw a small shark and lots of tropical

fish. 
The Australia Zoo in
Queensland, founded
by the famous Steve
Irwin was the high-
light as I held a live
yellow python. At
the zoo we sat

through the show at Crocoseum witness-
ing a crocodile do the death roll and eat
a wild boar. We saw two dolphins carry a

zoo keeper on their
backs. It was an
absolute joy to see the
Emperor penguins sliding
around in their enclo-
sures.
We visited the Opera
House in the bustling
Sydney. We walked
around the Pier and rode
in the mono-rail. 
At Melbourne, we visited
the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Flinder Street’s
railway station and rode
the Melbourne Eye mod-
ern Ferris Wheel. 
For the first time in my
life, I went strawberry
picking. I was pleased
not only to eat all the

strawberries I desired, but also to get
boxes full of them! Before our

departure, we had multiple cele-
brations with friends, including

my brother’s birthday!
En route home, we made

a pit-stop in Singapore and
visited the Universal
Studios and experienced
fun rides and amazing
shows! The transformers
ride was by far the best,
followed by the Mummy
ride. I wanted to take a
ride in one of the largest
roller coasters but sadly,
it was shut. All in all, it
was one memorable trip
that I will always cherish. 

Aadit Rajkumar, class IX,
Airaa Academy

Creating my own website was an
exciting journey I'd certainly
do all over again. It got my cre-

ative juices flowing and got me work-
ing with utmost
satisfaction. I
would credit the
foundation of my
website Shiksha
Mitr to the Digital
Skilling and Pro-
totyping Boot
Camp that was

held by my school from April 14-24,
2021. During these unprecedented
times, the Boot Camp was a fun and
educational opportunity that I was
blessed to have been able to access. It
allowed me to use my leisure time
worthily, and led to an exceptionally
fruitful outcome.

Middle school is a felicitous peri-
od to take the first step towards suc-
cess. An opportune time to expand the
horizon of one's knowledge that'll set
in motion their success through life.
From being served on a silver platter
to being thrust into self-serving inde-
pendence, the transition isn't one that
ought to be easy. Teens in middle

school will have a tremendous work-
load, introduction to multiple new sub-
jects and the overwhelming urge to
have a satisfying amount of playtime
all in the span of one summer vaca-
tion, one small break that subse-
quently decides their future. I think
they deserve to have fun through it all
or at least that's what I wished when
I went through the same.

This website is positioned as a
helping tool for children who are mov-
ing into secondary from primary
which is undeniably a difficult change
to adjust to. I have intended to make
the transition as smooth as possible.
There are many children in the coun-
try who do not have access to textbooks
due to multiple reasons. My agenda
was to allow these children to easily
have access to these textbooks. The

videos and presentations act as a medi-
um to learn and understand on their
own. It inculcates a feeling of inde-
pendence and satisfaction. I have
added quizzes and memory games in
order to keep them interested in the
subjects, which in turn allows them
to learn in such a way that they will
not forget the salient features of the
subject content which will stand them
in good stead during times of evalua-
tions.

Shiksha Mitr is a go-to website to
experience fun learning with attrac-
tive presentations, stimulating videos
and games that make learning an ab-
solute cakewalk. Classroom websites
more often than not take the backseat,
but all of us use one whether or not
we admit it.

I incorporated multiple QR codes,

which is a special kind of barcode that
enables the students to directly head
to a website where they can see the en-
tire subject related content on scan-
ning the code with a smart phone. Now,
one of the most unique skills I used
was Augmented Reality. Flowers are
vibrant and colourful, isn't that why
we love them? Well, if your chapter
was made into a presentation or a
video that had moving animations and
colourful slides with to-the-point in-
formation, wouldn't you prefer that?
I know I would. Playing games made
from scratch, solving puzzles and
crosswords on subjects all while hav-
ing a ChatBot assist you through your
learning experience, that's what Shik-
sha Mitr is all about.

I hope that this earnest attempt
that I have made towards making the
first year of secondary school a smooth
and enjoyable experience finds wide
acceptance. Once again, I would like
to mention the very important part
played by the Digital Skilling and Pro-
totyping Boot Camp.

“The limit of my language is the
limit of my world.” - Ludwig Wittgen-
stein
Link To The Website:
https://sites.google.com/view/shik
shamitr/home

-Sagarika Shyam, class XII, Air Force
School  Hebbal

Making transition into secondary
school fun and smooth DIGITAL SKILLING AND

PROTOTYPING BOOT CAMP

AIR FORCE SCHOOL,
HEBBAL 

SUN AND MOON: Michelle Alexander, class IV, GJR
International School

IRON MAN: Dhairya Khanna, class VI, 
DPS Whitefield

GOKU: Nandish Udupi R, class X, HAL Public School

HAPPY FOREST : Arya Shinde, class V, APS ASC C & C 

COVID -19 pandemic has made us to
think about providing alternative
methods of education in the lock-

down when all educational institutions
were closed abruptly in March 2020. All of
us in the education sector thought, only
about continuity of learning
as we all believed that learn-
ing should never stop and we
started using various E-
learning platforms. For many
of us the transformation was
not easy but we were not
ready to step back. The anx-
ious faces of the students and
parents gave us sleepless
nights but we were deter-
mined to face the challenges
and gave them the assurance
that we are ready to walk the
extra mile. This determina-
tion brought revolutionary
changes in the education sec-
tor and remote learning became a new nor-
mal. This rapid shift opened the door to
many opportunities and challenges, at the
same time.

The opportunities of online learning
were vast and limitless in the comfort of
our home. Due to sudden shift from the
physical schooling to online teaching,
many teachers were forced to deliver on-
line classes without any training. Now
teachers have digitised their online con-
tent and developed new contents and be-
came future ready. Teachers today are no
less than IT professions. Yes, it should nev-
er be less than any other profession as
“Teaching is one profession which creates
all other professions”.

Within a short span of time we could
witness the positive impact of covid-19 in
the education system. It increased atten-
tion and appreciation towards distance
learning. Parents were able to see the ef-
forts taken by educators. This in turn in-
creased the appreciation and understand-
ing of the educator's role in the commu-
nity. Teachers were provided with techni-
cal and technological knowledge and train-
ings to adapt to the situation and hone their
skill sets. Many teachers have undergone
regional and international training cours-
es during this time and became a part of
global educator's community, which opened
a vast arena of learning and opportunities
for them.

Along with opportunities many chal-
lenges are also arising. Students from low

income families or from extreme rural ar-
eas could not access the distance learning
facilities, that means a situation of in-
creased educational inequality. What is
our future plan for them? How to bridge
their learning gap? What about children

with special need & how are
they coping up with distance
education? Have they been
left unattended? Are our chil-
dren in need of any Psycho-
logical assistance during this
home confinement? Are we
able to sense it? What are we
doing to reduce the stress lev-
el in children? There are
many such questions which
seek our attention.

What are the lessons we
are learning from Covid-19
as we think about the future
of education?

As far as distance learn-
ing is concerned for the remote rural ar-
eas, authorities must ensure reliable con-
nectivity and also can imagine an inclu-
sive system using local TV channels and
radios in collaboration with the schools
and teachers in the locality. This opportu-
nity for the remote learning given by the
pandemic should be utilised as an occa-
sion to redefine the learning content and
methods of teaching and assessment. It
should also build up an E learning ecosys-
tem with the help of interactive AI tech-
nologies, which are more personalised and
focused on the needs of individual learn-
ers. There should be  regulations and strict
monitoring of the Ed Tech platforms as
young children are the end users.

Support for teachers is essential as
they should be ready for online, offline or
hybrid method of teaching. It is essential
to provide continuous professional devel-
opment programs to equip them for it.
Teachers are the pivots of an education
system, making them future ready is the
most important responsibility of all the
stake holders.

This pandemic has pushed all of us in
the education system to move out from our
comfort zone and  find innovative and cre-
ative solutions to our problems and new
learning opportunities to our  students.
These innovations must go on to redefine
the future of education globally.

The future depends on what you do to-
day.

Mahatma Gandhi

Innovations must redefine
future of education, globally 

Deepthy Madhu, 
principal, Samsidh
MLZS, Electronic City



Q1:
Who was the highest

scorer in the first ODI in

the ongoing series between Sri

Lanka and Bangladesh?

a) Mustafizur Rahman   ❑ b) Shakib Al Hasan   ❑

c) Wanindu Hasaranga   ❑ d) Kusal Mendis   ❑

Q2:
In which country did the

modern football originate?

a) Britain   ❑ b) India   ❑

c) America   ❑ d) Spain   ❑

Q3:
Which Indian shooter won

the first individual gold

medal in the 2008 Olympics?

a) Abhinav Bindra   ❑ b) Vijay Kumar   ❑

c) Jaspal Rana   ❑ d) Rajyavardan Singh Rathore   ❑

Q4:
What was Don Bradman’s

batting average in cricket?

a) 99.8   ❑ b) 100   ❑ c) 99.94   ❑ d) 90   ❑

Q5:
Who hit the first ever IPL

hundred?

a) Gautam Gambhir   ❑ b) Brendon McCullum   ❑

c) Sachin Tendulkar   ❑ d) Chris Gayle   ❑

Q6:
How many different

disciplines are there in the

upcoming Tokyo Olympics?

a) 200   ❑ b) 501   ❑ c) 339   ❑ d) 370   ❑

Q7:
How many grand slam

titles has Novak Djokovic

won so far?

a) 16   ❑ b) 20   ❑ c) 18   ❑ d) 10   ❑

Q8:
What is the other name of
Sir Garfield Sobers Trophy? 

a) ICC Cricketer of the Year Awards   ❑

b) ICC Test Captain of the Year   ❑

c) Spirit of the Cricket Awards   ❑

d) Test Player of the Year Award   ❑

Q9:
Which type of shooting
championships were

discontinued in 1991?
a) 300m rifle   ❑ b) Shotgun   ❑

c) Running Target   ❑

d) Special Air gun championships   ❑

Q10:
Till 2010, who was the
only Indian athlete to

win an individual gold medal at the
Commonwealth Games?
a) Krishna Punia  ❑ b) PT Usha   ❑

c) Milkha Singh   ❑ d) Lavy Pinto   ❑

Q11:
Which of the following
terms are used to

describe parts of a cricket bat? 
a) Eye and Toe  ❑ b) Leg and Hand   ❑

c) Shoulders and Toe   ❑ d) Neck and Shoulders   ❑

Q12:
When was the Olympic
flag first hoisted? 

a) 1920   ❑ b) 1926   ❑ c) 1923   ❑ d) 1928   ❑
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ANSWERS: 1) a. Mustafizur Rahman   2) a. Britain 

3) a. Abhinav Bindra   4) c. 99.94 

5) b. Brendon McCullum   6) c. 339 

7) c. 18   8) a. ICC Cricketer of the Year Awards 

9) d. Special Airgun Championships 

10) c. Milkha Singh   11) c. Shoulders and Toe 

12) a. 1920

QUIZ TIME!

Novak Djokovic 

N
ew Zealand and India will lock
horns in the final of the WTC, be-
ginning June 18 at the Ageas Bowl

in Southampton. Before that, New Zealand
will also play a two-match Test series
against England, beginning June 2 at
Lord’s. “The way the group has travelled
and performed around New Zealand and
the world, the boys are in a great place to
hopefully create a bit of history,” Boult
said in a virtual press conference.

New Zealand coach Gary Stead on
Monday said he doesn’t see Boult playing
the two Tests against England. However,
the New Zealand pacer is “hopeful” of play-
ing the second Test which gets underway
on June 10. “Everything is feeling good
with what lies ahead, a big stage for the

WTC final. Hopefully, I can get over there,
get settled in, and be part of that second
Test as well,” said Boult.

Boult highlighted that no one exact-
ly knows how the WTC points system
works but is “definitely excited” to fea-
ture in the summit clash. “I’ve taken a
while to understand the process with
qualifying, how everything works with
the points, still think no one knows how
that actually works, but to get into that
final the excitement is ramping up now,”
said Boult. After the bilateral series
against England, the BlackCaps will tran-
sition from the ECB’s bio-secure envi-
ronment into the WTC Final bubble on
June 15 and will be subject to regular
testing in Southampton. ANI
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New Zealand pacer Trent Boult feels the Kiwi team can “create a bit of history” when

they lock horns with India in the World Test Championship (WTC) final later this month

T
hey feted Roger Federer with as
loud as applause gets from a
crowd capped at 1,000 people in
Court Philippe Chatrier _ when
he walked out with a wave, when
he hit one of his 48 winners,
even when he attempted a back-

to-the-net ‘tweener and hit the ball out. This match,
bathed in sunshine Monday, meant Federer finally was
back at the French Open and back in Grand Slam ac-
tion and he gave the excited fans what they wanted per-
haps as much as he did: a victory.

Federer’s first competition at any major tourna-
ment in 16 months ended with him on the right side of
a 6-2, 6-4, 6-3 score against qualifier Denis Istomin at
the French Open as fans chanted “Ro-ger! Ro-ger!” It
was a case of many happy returns _ and serves, fore-
hands, backhands, volleys and drop shots, too. “What
a pleasure to be back,” Federer said.

Shows no sign of rust 

■  Federer showed no signs of rust or trouble with the
right knee that needed two operations last year. He pro-
duced more than twice as many winners as his 20 un-
forced errors and never faced a break point while im-
proving to 8-0 against Istomin over their careers. Fed-
erer, whose 40th birthday is on Aug. 8, hadn’t appeared
on the Grand Slam stage since Jan. 30, 2020, when he lost
to Novak Djokovic in the Australian Open semifinals.
This was just Federer’s second trip to the French Open
since 2015. In addition to last year’s absence because of
the knee issues, he withdrew in 2016 citing a bad back,
then sat out the clay-court circuit each of the next two
years to focus on the grass-court portion of the season.

■  “Always great to be on court with this legend. To
play against him is always a big (deal),’’ Istomin said.
“I was expecting all the spectators to cheer for him.’’
They sure did, with one voice from the stands shout-
ing, “A delight, Roger! A delight!” as Federer went up
4-2 in the third set.

Taking one game at a time

■  Federer had acknowledged recently he has zero
chance of claiming the trophy this time around in
Paris; instead, he is hoping to tune up his game to be

ready to challenge for a championship at Wim-
bledon, where play begins in late June. “In a

way I like this situation _ that I don’t know
what’s next, how my next match will be.

I don’t even know who I play, to be hon-
est,’’ said Federer, whose second-round
opponent will be 2014 U.S. Open cham-
pion Marin Cilic. “I take it round by
round, match by match.”

■  After rhythmic clapping accom-
panied Federer’s trot to the baseline
for the match’s opening point, he got
off to the perfect start against Is-
tomin, who is ranked 204th and now

is the owner of a seven-match Grand
Slam losing streak but did upset

Djokovic at the 2017 Australian Open.

■  Federer used a drop shot to earn a break
point in the opening game, then converted it

with a forehand winner, before holding to go up
2-0. Just 1 1/2 hours later, it was over for Federer, who
won the 2009 French Open for one of his 20 Grand
Slam titles.

■  He shares that men’s record with rival Rafael Nadal,
who is scheduled to play his first-round match Tues-
day to open his bid for a 14th championship in Paris
and tiebreaking 21st major overall.

■  Djokovic also is slated to make his debut on Day 3
of the clay-court tournament. Daniil Medvedev proved
that perseverance pays, finally winning a French Open
match on his fifth attempt. The second-seeded Russ-
ian, twice a runner-up at other majors, beat Alexan-
der Bublik 6-3, 6-3, 7-5, after starting 0-4 for his French
Open career. AP

S
erena Williams won in the first scheduled

night session in French Open history,

erasing two set points to beat

Irina-Camelia Begu 7-6 (6), 6-2 under

the lights. Williams and Begu took

the court in the twilight at 9 pm

with the stadium stands empty.

Fans are being admitted for day

matches this year, but not for

night sessions. Matches at the

tournament in September 2020

stretched into the night on courts

with new lights, but scheduled

night play is new this year.

Williams wasn’t sharp with her

serve but played aggressively, charging

forward when she had the chance. Facing a

set point in the tiebreaker, she dashed in and from the

service line ripped a nervy swinging volley for a

winner. At 39, she seeks her fourth French Open title

and a record-tying 24th Grand Slam singles title. 

Making a stunning departure was Naomi Osaka,

who announced her withdrawal from the tournament.

The four-time major champion said on Twitter she has

suffered long bouts of depression since winning the

2018 US Open. Osaka had earlier declared she would

not speak to the media during Roland Garros and was

fined $15,000 after she skipped the post-match news

conference following her first-round victory Sunday.

I
ndia’s nine
O l y m p i c -
bound boxers

will travel abroad
for a three-week
training stint after
getting a few days’
break following a
record-shattering
medal haul by the
country’s pugilists
at the just-concluded Asian
Championships in Dubai.
Indian men’s boxing’s High
Performance Director San-
tiago Nieva said the boxers
will reach Tokyo for the
Games five to seven days be-
fore the start of the event
from July 23.”We will go
abroad for training. It will
be a three-week camp. We
will come back to India to
fine tune a few things, and
then head to Tokyo,” he said.

The training at home
has been sporadic because
of COVID-19.

Indian boxers
fetched their best
ever medal haul of
15 at Dubai, two
more than their
previous best. The
medals clinched
this time included
two gold, five silver
and eight bronze
medals. The only

gold-winner among the
Olympic-bound was Pooja
Rani (75kg), while M C Mary
Kom (51kg) and Amit Pang-
hal (52kg) won silver medals.
The lone male boxer to fetch
a gold was Sanjeet (91kg),
who is not a part of the
Olympic group. Vikas Kris-
han (69kg), Simranjit Kaur
(60kg) and Lovlina Borgo-
hain (69kg) were among
bronze-medallists.

The others bound for
Tokyo are Manish Kaushik,
Ashish Chaudhary and
Satish Kumar. PTI
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FANS CHEER AND APPLAUD ALMOST EVERY SHOT 
OF HIS REJUVENATED RETURN TO TOURNEY

SERENA WINS FIRST

NIGHT MATCH
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INDIAN BOXERS WILL TRAIN
ABROAD BEFORE OLYMPICS

Santiago Nieva 

The families of players and support staff of
both the Indian men’s and women’s cricket
teams will be allowed to accompany them
during their tour of England this month, a
senior BCCI source revealed on Tuesday. The
BCCI had put in a request that the players be
allowed the company of their loved ones given
that they have to spend a considerable
amount of time in a bio-secure bubble because
of the COVID-19 pandemic. BCCI office-bearers,
including president Sourav Ganguly and
secretary Jay Shah will not be present for the
final from June 18-22. “BCCI understands that
we need our players and support staff to be in
a good head space,” the source said.

FAMILIES GET NOD FOR UK TOUR

Trent Boult
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